Self-report is the most conventional means of pain intensity assessment in clinical environments. But, it is not an accurate metric or not even possible to measure in many circumstances, e.g. intensive care units. Continuous and automatic pain level evaluation is an advantageous solution to overcome this issue. In this paper, we aim to map facial expressions to pain intensity levels. We extract well-known static (local binary pattern(LBP) and dense scale-invariant feature transform (DSIFT)) and dynamic (local binary patterns on three orthogonal planes (LBP-TOP) and three dimensional scale-invariant feature transform (3D-SIFT)) facial feature descriptors and employ the linear regression method to label a number between zero (no pain) to five (strong pain) to each testing sequence. We have evaluated our methods on the publicly available UNBC-McMaster shoulder pain expression archive database and achieved average mean square error (MSE) of 1.53 and Pearson correlation coefficient (PCC) of 0.79 using leave-one-subject-out cross validation. Acquired results prove the superiority of dynamic facial features compared to the static ones in pain intensity determination applications.
INTRODUCTION
Automatic recognition of a patient's pain level is a notable study and could have a large impact within health care centers and clinics. For instance, consistent monitoring of pain in severely ill or immature patients reduces the workload of medical staff and boosts the reliability of assessment. In addition, selfreporting of pain intensity is not an objective means of evaluation and is influenced by each patient's perception of pain (Khan et al., 2013) .
A patient's facial expressions contain information about a subject's well-being (e.g. sickness, stress, fatigue), as well as pain intensity (Kaltwang et al., 2012) , and have received increasing attention during last years. Four core facial actions representing lots of information about pain are brow lowering, eye closure, orbital tightening and upper lip levator contraction (Lucey et al., 2012) .
Machine vision and facial expression analysis have been employed in recent years to 1) detect subjects suffering from pain (Ashraf et al., 2009; Lucey et al., 2011a; Lucey et al., 2011b; Khan et al., 2013; Roy et al., 2016; Neshov and Manolova, 2015) and 2) assess pain intensity level (Kaltwang et al., 2012; Rathee and Ganotra, 2015) . One principal concern in facial expression assisted pain level estimation has been that whether a sample video should be analyzed frame-by-frame or sequence-based. Ashraf et al. proposed a pain detection technique in (Ashraf et al., 2009 ) based on active appearance model (AAM). A set of features are extracted from this model, including similarity normalized shape representation (S-PTS), similarity normalized appearance representation (S-APP) and canonical appearance representation (C-APP). They were mainly exploring to figure out whether the database should be labeled in a frame-level or in a sequence-level respect. In (Lucey et al., 2011a) , S-APP, S-PTS and C-APP were utilized in order to build an automatic pain detection system using facial expressions. They studied the database proposed in (Lucey et al., 2011b) , in a frame-byframe level by analysis of action units (AUs) based on the facial action coding system (FACS) which properly detects movements of facial muscles. In (Lucey et al., 2012) , the authors published their study on the same database using AAM/SVM pain detection system. The contribution of (Lucey et al., 2011b) was the 3D head pose motion data experimentation as a cue of pain. Later, Khan et al. in (Khan et al., 2013) suggested a new framework for pain detection on the same shoulder pain database. In that framework, following the face detection from each frame of input sequence, face was divided into two equal parts of upper and lower regions in order to assign equal significance to them. Then, Pyramid histogram of orientation (PHOG) and pyramid local binary pattern (PLBP) features were extracted from both regions and concatenated to reach a final descriptor. In (Khan et al., 2013) , four different classifiers (SVM, decision tree, random forest and 2-nearest-neighbor) were employed to detect pain from facial expressions. Recently, several studies have attempted to enhance the performance of pain detection with different classifiers and descriptors (Neshov and Manolova, 2015; Roy et al., 2016) .
There are also a few studies focusing on levelbased pain intensity estimation which can propose more information to the medical staff (e.g. for prescribing appropriate drug dose). In (Kaltwang et al., 2012) , they utilized facial landmarks, discrete cosine transform(DCT) and LBP method to extract features and relevance vector regression to determine pain intensity level. Recently, in (Rathee and Ganotra, 2015) , a new method is proposed based on the modeling of facial feature deformations during pain using thin plate spline. They mapped the deformation parameters to higher discriminative space by the distance metric learning technique.
In this study, we aim to estimate the level of pain using four widely-used static and dynamic facial expression descriptors. To have a comprehensive comparison within two dimensional (2D) and three dimensional (3D) models, local binary pattern (LBP) and dense scale-invariant feature transform (DSIFT) are used as two frequently-used static features, as well as two corresponding dynamic features, including local binary patterns on three orthogonal planes (LBP-TOP) and three dimensional scale-invariant feature transform (3D-SIFT). Afterwards, support vector regression (SVR) is used to map the extracted features to the pain intensity level of subjects ranging from zero (no pain) to five (extreme pain) using leave-onesubject-out-cross validation.
UNBC-McMasterSHOULDER PAIN EXPRESSION ARCHIVE DATABASE
UNBC-McMaster shoulder pain expression archive database contains 200 video sequences of spontaneous facial expressions (48,398 frames) of 25 patients suffering from shoulder pain. In this database, participants performed a variety of motion tests, including abduction, flexion, internal and external rotation of arms (Lucey et al., 2011b) . Besides, there are observed pain intensity (OPI) sequence-level rating from 0 (no pain) to 5 (extreme pain) provided in this database which is used as the reference value for the system. The distribution of the sequences over OPI is provided in Table 1 . 
METHODOLOGY
In this section, we mainly explain the static and dynamic feature descriptors that we have extracted from cropped faces, the regression machine and performance measurement metrics.
Static Features
3.1.1 LBP LBP (Ojala et al., 2002 ) is a robust appearance feature descriptor. This descriptor was initially proposed for texture analysis (Ojala et al., 1996) , while recently it has been utilized in the analysis of facial expressions as well (Ahonen et al., 2006) . To acquire LBP histogram of an image, the examined frame is divided into several cells and LBP histograms are obtained for each cell. The histograms of all cells are concatenated as a feature vector for the entire frame (Ahonen et al., 2004) . In each cell of the image there are two variables, P and R which stands for the number of neighboring points around each central pixel and the radius, respectively. To calculate the LBP of each pixel, the central pixel value is compared to the neighboring pixels and the greater neighboring values than the central one are assigned as "1", otherwise "0". This leads to an 8-digit binary number which is converted to decimal (Ahonen et al., 2004) . We consider P as eight neighboring pixels and R as two and three pixels through our analysis. Additionally, each sequence is divided into a different number of cells along x-and y-axis, ranging from six to ten and along time-axis, ranging from four to six parts.
DSIFT
DSIFT is a robust and popular feature in image processing. SIFT describes local features in a frame by extracting discriminative key-points and computing a histogram of orientation for every single of them. SIFT key points are invariant to viewpoint changes that induce translation, rotation, and re-scaling of the image (Lowe, 2004) . DSIFT extracts a densely sampled SIFT feature from image which can be adjusted by sampling step, sampling bounds, size and descriptor geometry. Key-points are sampled in the sense that the center of spatial bins is at integer coordinates within the image boundaries (Vedaldi and Fulkerson, 2010) . The main advantage of DSIFT compared to SIFT is its computational efficiency. In order to employ DSIFT in a video sequence, we divide the video sequence into a few number of segments and calculate the DSIFT for each frame in each segment. In the following step, the feature values of all frames are averaged within each segment and then concatenated together. By this approach, the dimension of final feature vector is reduced significantly. So, in this descriptor also x-, y-and time axis grid-size should be tuned.
Dynamic Features 3.2.1 LBP-TOP
LBP-TOP is basically local binary patterns on three XY, XT and YT orthogonal planes (Zhao and Pietikainen, 2007) . It is a dynamic texture descriptor using LBP in order to extract spatio-temporal features. To obtain LBP-TOP histogram of a video, a sequence is divided into non-overlapping block volumes separately and the LBP-TOP histograms in each block volume are computed and then concatenated into a single histogram (Zhao and Pietikainen, 2007) . The number of divisions in row and column of XY plane and in time as well as radius around each central pixel are considered as important parameters of this method.
3D-SIFT
3D-SIFT (Scovanner et al., 2007) technique expands DSIFT descriptor from 2D to 3D by encoding the in- Therefore, a single gradient magnitude and two orientation vectors provided in equations 1, 2 and 3 describe each point's characteristics.
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Performance Measurement
The construction of feature vectors is followed by linear regression using SVR machine (Chang and Lin, 2011) . The systems are trained using predefined OPI labels corresponding to each sequence pain level, ranging from zero (no pain) to five (extreme pain).
We have considered leave-one-subject-out cross validation technique and thus, the system is iteratively trained using all except one subject's data and is tested on the excluded sample subject's data. The performance is then computed by mean squared error (MSE) and Pearson correlation coefficient(PCC), which are given in the following equations:
where X and Y are the true OPI labels and estimated pain intensity level, respectively. n is the number of sequences, µ and σ correspond to the mean and standard deviation of their subscript vectors.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In this section, the results of proposed approaches are provided. Parameter adjustment should be conducted for all feature descriptors. Reasonably wide range of parameters are experimented to find efficient values for feature block sizes and SVR parameters. MSE and PCC of some tested parameters for all descriptors are depicted in Figures 5 and 6 , respectively. The minimum MSE and maximum PCC are marked by triangles in each sub-figure. Table 2 represents the best MSE and PCC results of all static and dynamic descriptors on UNBCMcMaster shoulder pain expression archive database. Best parameters of the features are provided as subscripts in this table. Parameters for both LBP and LBP-TOP are number of neighboring points around each central pixel (P), radius around each central pixel (R), number of divisions in row, in column and in time, respectively. In 2D and 3D-SIFT, parameters are the size of the extracted descriptor, number of bins along x axis, y axis and time divisions.
According to Figure 5 and the first four rows of Table 2 , with respect to obtained MSE values, LBP − T OP 8, 2, 8, 6, 6 outperforms other models by 0.21 unit compared to the second best model. This result is in agreement with the acquired performance in the Interestingly, with respect to either of the metrics, temporal feature descriptors in either of the feature families outperform the static feature descriptors of the same family. The reason is that, there is useful temporal information present in the sequences which boosts the performance of regression machine and this information might not be used by employing static feature descriptors. Although our obtained results are limited to UNBC-McMaster shoulder pain expression archive database, they are in agreement with (Zhao and Pietikainen, 2007; Scovanner et al., 2007) in this context.
Comparing 3D descriptor performances attained in our experiments, by either of the metrics, LBP-TOP gives superior results than 3D-SIFT. The same statement can be proposed for the corresponding 2D descriptors. This outcome shows the advantage of LBP family on the facial expression assisted pain intensity estimation applications and is correlated with the results obtained in many papers contributed in facial expression applications such as (Kaltwang et al., 2012) .
CONCLUSION
Self-reported pain intensity level is not a reliable and always possible means of pain evaluation. Estimation of a patient's pain intensity using alternative solutions such as facial expression analysis is a functional and reliable indicator and this information can be used for many clinical applications, e.g. drug dose management and monitoring. This solution is particularly advantageous for those patients who are not able to communicate reliably, including severely ill elder patients or immature patients. In this study, we employed four different feature sets, containing two static (LBP and DSIFT) and two dynamic descriptors (LBP-TOP and 3D-SIFT) in the application of pain intensity estimation from facial expressions. We have evaluated our models on the UNBC-McMaster shoulder pain expression archive database using SVR machine. Our experimental results underline the superior performance of dynamic models compared to the static ones. In addition, LBP family offers more descriptive information of facial expressions than SIFT family descriptors. LBP-TOP provides the most accurate results of regression by 1.53 and 0.79 as MSE and PCC values, respectively.
